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“The weeping willow has taken root in the shower gel recipient.” Camille Juthier’s Philosophy studies are probably the cause of
her astute gaze upon the world, her way of stepping aside to dissect things in order to constantly trace their origins and find their
essence, their first atom. Through processes as scientific as they are poetic, Camille Juthier questions the evolution of matter,
climate change, environmental problems, and our relationship to both nature and the human body. Highlighting scientific and
technological abuses, she points her finger at the endocrine disrupting chemicals that pollute our bodies, but more generally, to
certain marginalized lives (such as that of plants, people with a mental illness, and women...) in the face of the dominant school of
thoughts and their coercive power. This gives rise to large blue paintings that look like horizons but are actually AXE shower gel, a
major pollutant whose pastel color questions virility and ecology (Axe peau, 2018). “Soon there won’t be any sky left.” Another big
installation is made of glass bubbles blown into the shape of stones and contains strangely colored liquids that holds flowers (Be
bi – bientôt les plantes nous absorberont, 2018). “Soon memory will be cultivated in flower sap.” For the artist, these colors refer
to the concept of soilless agriculture —which is extreme in its utter scientification— but also to Powerade, the energizing drink
that symbolizes the diktat of man’s efficient, powerful, and virile body —or how to draw even more from plants and humans— and
to the treatments provided by plants, as well as questions on gender and the nature of the human body. By taking ownership of
science, the art- ist seeks above all to find a way to emancipate herself and offer different gazes upon knowledge.
“Soon, all of the seas will be kissing.” There emerges from these both natural and supernatural forms and installations an
unsettling reality, which is counterbalanced by the artist’s poetic practice. This can be observed in both the titles of her works
and her development of the texts that accompany her work. Or in how ancestral matter restores the balance of the violence of
contemporary society.
Anne-Sarah Bénichou

I t ’s a s h a m e n o t t o b e a b l e
to add up my genome with
this plant.
I t ’s a s h a m e n o t t o b e a b l e
to add up my genome with
this girl.
2019
Exhibition view, 64th Salon de Montrouge.
Shower gel painting axis (walls), clay tables, lichen,
sky, modelling clay, plexiglass, 2m10 x 1m20 x 90
cm, stone blown glass sculptures, powerade and
plant decoction, painting 1m40 x 90 cm, resin, plaster,
Italian arum, doli susu i dala, rhodoid printing, video on
two screens, lighting, installation variable dimensions.
Materials intertwine, aggregate and mutate on walls
and structures. Shower gel forms a molt: what if these
petrochemical components containing endocrine
disrupters were the source of future body mutations?
Raw earth, decoctions, cleaning products.... Blown
glass balls are like external bellies in mineral gestation,
which diffuse their active ingredients. Transparent
trays, like fossils of evaporated puddles, remind us
of the disconnection of above-ground agriculture, the
fantasy of transparency of dominant knowledge. In the
videos, ancestral knowledge is colonized by digital
viruses, escaped from Instagram storys.

I t ’s a s h a m e n o t t o b e a b l e t o a d d u p m y
genome with this plant.
I t ’s a s h a m e n o t t o b e a b l e t o a d d u p m y
genome with this girl.
2019
Video Link :
K e u r M a s s a r, b o t a n i c a l g a r d e n o f t h e t r a d i t i o n a l
hospital:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gBiKhOcb4SU&t=17s

S i m o n , w a l l s i n t h e w a t e r,
2018
Video, 4’23
Faced with these ecological disturbances, all beings do
not react in the same way, when some adapt, others find
themselves weakened ... or would it be the opposite?
Simon is a young man of 23 years old. He was diagnosed
with ASD, Autism Spectrum Disorder at age 14.
He does not know how to read or write, but draws the
letters of the words that interest him, that he copies in
the football magazines, or wrestling of which he is a fan.
Sometimes he inverts the letters between them, sometimes
they are reversed on themselves, mirrored. He creates his
own language. I try to set up a visual dialogue with him. I film
him and I edit his films. I reproduce his drawings of letters.
Video link
c1w3GJkqFc

:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

Soon, soon - Soon
my brother will be a
painting star and he
will no longer have
any treatment,
2018
Video installation
Wood structure 1m93 x 4m x 1m50
taking the colors of Simon’s room.
Then I reproduce his drawings in a
series of 12 transparent tarpaulins,
1m40 x 1m70, which are interposed
as layers in front of his image.

7,83 HERTZ, 2017/2018/2019
Video 13’00
Initiated in 2017, Under the Moon is a scientific-poetic attempt to connect with the first sculptural gestures, first traces of the human before writing: the megaliths. How to
understand these erected stones, networked all over the planet, at first sight silent and opaque? How do these neuralgic points of terrestrial and stellar energies reason for
us today? Several gestures emerge to touch them, by sound or image, and several hypotheses ... The earth vibrates and transmit us messages? Internet, could have always
existed.
Video link : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qxFSfr5cvgU&t=3s

Be bi - être pierre, 2018
Series of 14 pieces in blown glass,
stones, powerade.
Between 30 x 40 x 50 cm and 60 x 60 x
70 cm.
This series of sculptures is anchored
in a cycle of minerality: it attempts and
gives substance to the transformation
between opaque and solid rock, and
transparent glass, shaping by the breath
that materializes the empty space around
the stone.

At the source, Cyanobacteria, 2018
Action video, 7’04, draw water loop, looking for blue blood cells.
Forty years ago, the water of Lake Retba in Senegal became pink. Cyanobacteria began to develop there. To resist the salt present in the lake at 320g / L, these bacteria secrete an orange-red pigment by oxidizing the iron present in the salt. They are one of the oldest forms of life. They perform photosynthesis and at a certain dose
they would be beneficial for health. But today, their proliferation can sometimes upset the ecosystems because in high concentration, they become toxic for organisms
...
Video link : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B23XSbEeNo4&feature=youtu.be

Be bi - Soon the
plants will be here
will absorb us,
2018
Glass blown on stones, turned
over, holes drilled to let the roots
pass, plants, about 40 x 30 x 50
cm.
In this project, the idea was to
put in tension mineral, vegetable
and chemical elements such
as powerade in echo with the
methods of intensive agriculture
and its use of pesticides.
Powerade, although chemical, is
an energy drink used by athletes,
and does not have as deadly
effects as pesticides. However,
it does reflect the ideals and
fantasies of performance and
control of bodies deployed by
mass retail marketing.

P i e r r e L o u i s P e r r a u d , t h e l a s t f a r m e r i n Ly o n , 2 0 1 9
Video 3’21
Despite his recent media coverage, with which he is gaining more and more customers, this farmer is losing parcels of land that he rents because they are becoming
constructible. Its status as the last peasant gives it an almost exotic aura. People have come to see him from Paris, which also shows a paradox: we move to see the
local, while he loses his workspaces, gradually nibbled away by the city. Pierre Louis Perraud practises the same agriculture as his great-great-grandfather who founded
this farm. He does not want to be labelled organic, although he does not use any pesticides...
Video link : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TF7uAa02cyY

U n f i t t o f l y y y y y, 2 0 1 9
Cité internationale des arts, Traversées du Marais.
Installation, variable dimensions.
Wooden sculpture and insect wing in fluorescent
yellow plexiglass, 1m 40 x 60 cm
Sculpture in metal, plexiglass, plastic, water, corn and
luminaire, 1 m 65 x 62 cm.
Sculpture in wood, plexiglass, modelling clay,
scoobidoo, sim card, dragonfly wing and shower gel
Axis, 90 cm x 50 cm

Between solid shower gel,
aggregated into skin,
and clitoral lamp stimulating the growth of female
organs of a specimen of maize macerating in a
pocket of hermetic liquid,
I would like to fly.
I would like to fly away and de-materialize my esoul in the clouds.
Fly away to join this ancient human dream: imitate
the animals with wings, pollen and seeds, float in
the air, to go and spread myself elsewhere.

At work I was given a phone, vegetal routine, 2017
Video 5’30,
In these fields I had to count the plants, compare my measurements, everything had to be peeled, analyzed, the pollen of the males, the silks of the females, to guarantee
purity and productivity... Everything was clocked as in a chain work, at the rhythms of the automatic sprinklers. And then I had this work phone that I had been given to
record and transmit my observations, so I started filming all my actions.
Video link : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-l2oBAdM1Hk

Decoctions drink the walls of our houses, 2019

Detail day 1.

Detail day 62.

Herbarium Italie Arum, exposition view, Decoctions drink the walls of our houses, 2019
Arum leaves from Italy, heat-sealed in plastic sheets, installation, variable dimensions.
During my residency at the Attrape-couleurs, I began to collect items from around the art centre and examine the outdoor life in the middle of winter. My attention quickly turned to this plant,
which resists the cold, and grows in large quantities in the parks of Saint-Rambert. The Italian arum is a common ornamental plant in France, but it is a plant whose parts are highly toxic.
However, by following a specific decoction recipe, anti-inflammatory remedies for coughs and osteoarthritis can also be obtained. It is this ambivalence between poison and remedy that
interested me and that I tried to materialize in these pieces, where the leaves trapped in plastic, continue to evolve until they blend into this material, also toxic and yet omnipresent in our
environments, and whose degradation time is much longer than that of plants.

A L L F L O W, 2 0 1 8
Installation view, variable dimensions
Environment of sculptures, photographs, paintings, videos, sound diffusion, and poem :
Bientôt il n’y aura plus de ciel. Bientôt il y aura plus de 700 sexes tous compatibles. Bientôt mon frère sera une star de la peinture et il n’aura plus de traitement. Bientôt nous serons tous autistes,
ce mot n’existera plus. Bientôt tous les noyaux de la terre entreront en fusion. Ils sont les infiltrés du centre qui se ballade, et de la lave coulera de nos bouches. Bientôt on ne pourra plus fermer les
corps, ils auront des droits. Bientôt nous ne pourront plus ouvrir les machines, elles auront des droits. Bientôt les plantes nous absorberont par tous leurs pores car nous deviendrons incapable
de réspirer l’athmosphère. Nous vivrons en elles. Bientôt toutes les mers s’embrasseront. Bientôt nous créerons de nouvelles énergies. Bientôt il fera si chaud que la soupe primitive reviendra.

Out of soil, 2018
Set of 4 metal tables, here 1m20 x 1m70 x 20 cm, covered with sand and resin. Carpet of sand and plastic water 1m40 x 80 cm. Keur Sillakoro video on Ipad. Ceramics 40 x 30 cm ...
The Hors sols series is inspired by the imagery of intensive and above-ground agriculture, which fragments the living to try to select the most efficient aspects.

A L L F L O W, 2 0 1 8
Details
Drawing, bark knot

Sillakoro, 2017
Video 6’51,(Ivory Coast, Senegal). Video installation: Projection, performance, reading
The evolution of materials, raw or synthetic, involves the transformation of our forms of life. There are plants that do not
travel as they want, but herbicides, though. In July 2017 I met the Dean of the village of Sillakoro who told me about
his youth in the forest. It was 1948, the era of hard labor for the war effort. It was necessary to go for wild rubber, to
collect the precious sap. Its rubber guaranteed the creation of solid and malleable equipment. I close my eyes and see
the white sap flow, replaced by the petrochemical plastic that shreds in the middle of the bush, like colored flowers.
Video link : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yk4tBM2klts&t=3s

Flow era, 2018
Stone blown glass, light and
optical fiber, 40 cm x 45 cm x 45
cm x 65 cm, Ivorian medicinal
plant decoction, Doli susu i dala.

Digitalis, 2017
Video, 03’00
Since the 1980s most of our screens are made of liquid crystals, obtained from rare earths or indium, an increasingly rare metal. They designate a state of matter that combines
the properties of a liquid and a crystallized solid, which makes it possible to obtain an order that can be reshaped. The colors on our screens are produced through pixel grids,
which are like tiny red green blue flags, imperceptible to the naked eye. Here the broken screen and the slide of finger (generic gesture of the digital era) give their freedom to the
pixels which swarm and create changing paintings, oscillating between constellations and vegetable motifs.
Video link : https://www.camillejuthier.com/digitalis

Le ventre des mers
porte
les gyres
océaniques.
Les ventres des
mères boivent dans
les gyres
océaniques.

The belly of the
seas, 2017
Performed
sculptures,
and video,
dimensions

installation,
photographs
texts, variable

Four shelves in gleaned wood,
tulle, plastic, and scoobiboo,
between 1 meter 50 and 2
meters by 60 cm, on which
are distilled cold batteries of
phones in powerade. The
liquids and minerals contained
in the batteries are released by
bathing in the powerade and
create a new acidic solution:
a concentrate of stereotypical
and idealized forms of energies
of our societies.

Regardant
calmement les
courants,
tourbillonnants de
plastique dedans.

A l’écoute j’ai une
mer dans le ventre.

---oo---, 2018
Video 00’56
Video link : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ri1TGIfyhJw

